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SUMMARY

I have atrempred to indicate some of the problems involved in,1. concepdon of defense. In a .estricied. sense, defense isviewed as the sum of those unconscious ego activities whichwork toward maintaining a neurotic equilibrium and thushinder the emergence of ihe transferer..- ,.rrosis; they tendto prevent the crystallization of the neuroric conflicts ln tfreanalytic process. Defenses are directed against instinctual drives
as well as against anxiety, and those vinguards of the drives,the emotions. I have endeavored to show-that the mechanismsof defense are complex entities which may iruotue l.,"r"i a._fensive positions, and that it is fruitful to distinguish between
the deep, unconscious, automatic defense mechanisms and thoselocated in what we called the layers of.defense near the ego.Reflections concerning a difierendation of the concepts, defenseand resistance, are presented with the intention of hrrairrg-tt esometimes elusive but nevertheless very specific nature of theconcept of defense. These reflection, or. in accord. with thecurrenr psychoanalytic endeavor ro recognize with gTeater pre-cision the role played by the ego in tt e irocess of defense.
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THREE NOTES ON THE SCHREBER
CASE

By wrLLrAM G. NTEDERLAND, M.D. (Nrw yoRK)

In his classic study of Schreber's Memoirs,l Freud states: 'In
working upon the case of Schreber I have had a policy of
restraint . it will not be possible to define the limits of
justifiable interpretation until . . . the subject has become
more familiar'.

As almost forty years have elapsed since Freud's famous
interpretation of the case (and nearly half a century since the
publication of the Denhwiirdigh.eiten), the subject has indeed
become more familiar, and an attempt is made here to add a few
observations to the classic text. Though preliminary in nature
and hardly of major importance in themselves, they may con-
tribute in one way or another to the clarification of some obscure
points in the Denkwilrdigkeiterz as well as in the English version
of Freud's original text.

I
THE ONSET OF SCHREBER'S TWO ILLNESSES

Freud opens his presenhtion of the case with Schreber's own
words: 'I have suffered twice from nervous disorders and each
time as a result of mental overstrain'. In this opening state-
ment of the patient, it seems to me that perhaps not the full
weight of consideration has been given to the onset of. both
illnesses nor to the particular circumstances under which they
developed.2 Although comparatively little is known about

Read before the New York Psychoanalytic Society, March 14, rg5o.
I wish to express to Dr. Rene A. Spitz and Dr. Robert Fliess my thanks for

their suggestions in the preparation of this paper.
l Freud: Psychoanolytic Notes Upon an Autobiographical Account of a Case

of Paranoia (based on Denhuiirdigkeiten eincs Nentenkranken [Ir{emoirs of a
Neurotic], by Dr. jur. Daniel Paul Schreber, published rgo3). Coll. Papers, III.

3A reference to Schreber's situation at the outbreak of his tu'o illnesses can
be found in a recent paper by E. Klein in The Psychoanalytic Study ol the Child,
Vol. I[/IV. New York: International Universities Press, Inc., 1949.
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Schreber's first sickness-except. that it is described as a con-
dition of 'severe hypochondriasis' and that it lasted about one
year, several months of which the patient spent in a mental
hospital-the onset of this first illness is clearly stated. It began
in the year r884, when Schreber was a candidate for election to
the Reichstag, running for the office of. Reichstagsabgeordneter,
a position comparable to member of Congress in the United
States or member of Parliament in England.

Since Schreber, at the outbreak of his first illness, rvas a

candidate for an important political office, it is worth-lvhile to
consider the political conditions then prevailing in Germany.
Bismarck, the 'Iron Chancellor', was then not only at the height
of his power in the Vaterland but, as the highest official and
chancellor of the Reich, he could summon the Reichstag or
dissolve it arbitrarily, as he had repeatedly done in fact before
t 884. It is important to note, for the understanding of
Schreber's situation, that dissolving the Reichstag meant punish-
ing it and its members, and that running for the Reichstag
signified in a way running against Bismarck, the most powerful
man in Germany, who all his life was sternly opposed to parlia-
mentary ('filial') intrusion. If toward Bismarck the Reichstag
misbehaved by voting against his policy, it was threatened with
dismissal or it was dissolved by him in short order and its
members rvere sent home, much in the way a disciplinarian or
authoritarian teacher dismisses a misbehaving class in anger and
paternal rvrath.

We do not know exactly horv Schreber's candidacy for the
Reichstag came about, nor rvhat became of it. We do knorv,
however, that it coincided with the first occasion r,vhen he fell
ill, and as nothing has ever been said or written about a
Reichstagsabgeordneter Schreber nor about an election cam-
paign conducted by him, it is probably safe to assume that his
candidacy ended, perhaps by his rt ithdrawal, because of the very
illness that then made its appearance.

The second illness, of course, is known to us in detail, since
Schreber's memoirs, as well as Freud's interpretation of them,
are almost entirely devoted to this second illness. About the
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s8z WILLIAM G. NIEDERLAND

rn sexual development . the climacteric,. Apart fromFreud's own doubts about- this explanation which recurthroughout his text, and without distracting from the impor-tance of the somatic factor emphasized by him, it seems to methat the possible action of such a somatic factor would explainonly the outbreak of the second illness when Schreber was fifty_one. It could hardly be regarded as a sufficiently active elementin precipitating the first .[iroa. which o...rrr.a eight or nineyears earlier. 
lon_sequently, in acceptirg it. .male 

climacteric,as a factor in,the devilopment of tfre ,..Irrd illness, one cannotpossibly attribute to it ,ir. ,r*" significance in the earlier our-break; nor do.es the presumed exisience of such somatic factorspreclude the importirr.. of external events in the patient,s lifeeach dme he became sick. fn fact, if our view of the close con_nection and perhaps identity of Schreber,s two illnesses is correct,it is impossible toavoid the assumption of such psychologicallyprecipitating factors, which must have been operative on bothoccasions, at or shortly before the onseaFrom the study oi Schreber,s memoirs, Freud brilliantlyconcluded that in this case ,we find ourselves once again uponthe familiar ground of the father.o*pl."i as eviaenced by theclinical picture, the padent,s fantasier^ and delusions, and theiranalytic interpretation. This being the case, we cannot fail tosee rhar Schreber in his social ,Ilations with Flechsig andvon \4/., as rt ell as in his delusions (God_sun_father) during hisillness, succumbed to passive feminine fantasies only after hav_ing been pur in the unbearable siruation, p;;;, to each ourbreak,of assuming an active masculine role-ir, ,."1 life, either by
i:';f ;h.tifer 

as the rebellious 
'o', or-iv u..o-irg , ruih",

We may assume, indeed, that what Schreber dreaded mostwas taking the place of the father. For reasons unknown to us,his marriage was childless though he apparently desired to havechildren. Under circumshnces bettei known to us, however,we see that Schreber could not ?ccept an active masculine role,in a wider sense. When called upon to become a member ofthe Reichstag as a rebellious son in opposition to the awe-
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THREE NOTES ON THE SCHREBER CASE r8g

inspiring Bismarck,s he fell ill the first time. When, nine years,
later, he was called upon to take a father's place by becoming
the presiding judge of the supreme court, he again fell ill, and
this time for good. Not being able to face the powerful farher
in fighting competition as a member of the Reichsrag, or ro take
the place of father as Senatspriisident, he became incapacitated
whenever such a threat appeared. Instead of running for ofrce
or accepting an appointment to a high office, he had to run
from it, driven by his castration fantasies which were set in
motion the very moment the dreaded masculine role threatened
to become a reality.

How unbearable his position seemed to Schreber is stated in
his own words in which he describes, almost with insight, the
dilemma in which he found himself as a result of his promorion
in r8g3: 'This burden was rhe heavier, and put the greater
demands on tact in personal intercourse, as the members of the
five-man court, of which I had to assume the presidency, were
nearly all my seniors, far superior to me in age (up to twenty
years) and, moreover, more familiar with the practice of the
court to which I was a newcomer'. The patient, in other words,
found himself surrounded by threatening father-figures in whose
midst he saw himself as a filial intruder, helpless and in danger.

Schreber, therefore, is completely right when, in referring
to this situation, he speaks of 'mental overstrain' and 'a very
heavy burden o[ work' to which he succumbed. We have only
to add that the strain was not from overwork in the usual
sense, but from the unbearable and overpowering burden com-
ing, in 1884, from the threatening election or, in r8g3, from
the appointment to political (juridicat) 'masculinity'. How
much even the thought of an active masculine role was dreaded
by Schreber is indicated by the fact that shortly after having
been notified 'of his prospectiae appointment as Senatsprrisi-
de'nt', and some time before assuming this office, he had the
ominous fantasy that 'after all it really must be very nice to be

s There is a somervhat oblique reference to Bismarck in Schreber's book which
seems to point in this direction: Bismarck, Goethe, and other great men belong
to the 'important souls' which later become higher, godlike unities.
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a woman submitting to the act of copulation'. Under the impact
of a threatening reality which imperiously demanded of him an
active masculine role (this being precisely the situation he feared
most, and which was consciously perceived as 'mental over-
strain' and 'a very heavy burden'), his latent passive feminine
tendencies broke into consciousness and he fell i11.

That, indeed, the same precipitating mechanism must have
been at rvork nine years earlier, at the outbreak of the first
illness, may be surmised from his statement, occurring in the
same context, about his repeated dreams that the former disease

had returned. In the patient's unconscious the determining
mental forces as well as their clinical results were obviously
closely related. In fact, they were quite likely based on the
same mechanisms and escaped from repression under virtually
the same circumstances regardless of the presence or absence
.of an additional somatic factor.

Viewing the onset and the duration of the two diseases in
this light, I rvould like to venture an hypothesis about the dif-
ferent courses of the two illnesses. If they are similar in struc-
ture and origin, why did th.y have such different clinical
courses, the one ending in recovery after one year, the other
developing over years into an apparently lifelong process? I
believe that here, in the protracted course of the second illness,
the somatic factor resulting from the patient's age may play an
important part. 'We cannot, however, overlook the fact that
the first relatively mild and temporary illness occurred in con-
nection r.vith a political candidacy which, even if successful,
would at best have resulted in a comparatively short period in
public office. Having in r 884 relinquished his candidacy
because of an illness that necessitated his hospitalization in a

mental clinic for several months, the chronic relapse followed
a promotion rvhich under noflnal circumstances would have
meant a lasting and practically irreversible life status for him.
In this instance, a refusal would have been something like a

crime, a kind of. lise maieste or worse, since such promotions
were made by the Kirrg of Saxony, ot at least confirmed by royal
decree, and could not be refused. Illness, then, was the only

way out, and with a lifelong position of tlris kind as a Perrnanent

threat before the patient, it could not be o[ slrrlrt duration'

OBSERVATIONS OF A LINGUISTIC AND EXPLANATORY
NATURE

Various obscure Passages in Schrebcr's I)cnkwilrdigheiten

appear unchanged and unexplained in l;rcurl's study and have

rem"ined So, perhaps because they lravc not llccn deemed

important enough to require furthcr cl;rlror;rtion' I have

noiiced, however, that some of these diflicult Passagcs appear in

the English translation of Freud's tcxt in sur:lr a manner that

,rot orrly is their meaning lost, but somctirncs actually reversed'

One of these Passages deals rvith God's lan'4ua'4c which in the

German original as weII as in Freud's txntrgaph is called

Grund,sprache. In the current English translatir'rns difierent

versions are used; for instance, 'rr'trtL lartgual<:' a in tlrc transla-

tion of Freud's PaPer, or 'basic lan'6ua'4c'' in Fenichel's

excerpts from the Schreber case' Tlrcse trartslations are not

only iru...rr"te, but they also secm Lo n'iss a rat'hcr interesting

point. When Schreber speai"s of ()txl's language as

brund.sprache, it is well to rememtrer that lx was a Iearned and

scholarly man, trained in philosoplry artd al.l,trar;t thinking' He

*", ..riainly informed about sur:lrS*rilr.i''rythkal concepts of

God as Prima. Causati'o or, in Gcrman, dr:r ()run'd ullcn Seins

('ground of all being'), etc' Grxl tlr us lx:irtg r<:ur6nitcd as the

Crund,, it becomes understandat"ie tirat t'ht: lan'4ua'4c he speaks

is tlre Grund,-language' In [act, it nny lN hs\urlrcd that to

Schreber's $/ay of thinking it has Lq lrc t.lnt- v;ay; it n.ay well be

that the 'order of things' 56 often rncnt'i(tri lry lrim demands

it. At any rate,just as a German [)c^ks ()crrrnn ancl an English-

man, English, it is only natural tliat ()ril' t'lr '()rrturld" uses hfs

language, the 'Ground''languaflc' lt';sin'4 :tx'lt tcrrns as 'root

a Freud: Goll' PaPers' III'
r Fenichel, Ottoz The Psychoanalitic 7'he"r' ()l l\'euro:'i"' Nr:w Yrlrl": W' W'

Norton & Co., Inc., r94b.
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586 WILLIAM G. NIEDERLAND

Ianguage' or 'basic language,, makes this connecdon completelyunintelligible for the fn[tisfr_speaking reader. There is stillanother reason why the word .ground, if her. particularly appro_priate, since it points the direction of Schreber,s thinking. Healso speaks of Grund,teuf el (,ground., devil) and cerr ain (Jnter_
grund (underground) phenomena which, together with Grund,-sprache and other anal word usages, are characteristic ofSchreber's trend. of anal thinking and writing.

-According to Schreber, on the or. o..^sion during his illnesswhen he sarv God and heard him speak, a word was uttered.which was a very current and forcible one in the Grundsprache.This word was Lud,er. Translation of this unmistakable Ger-man insult into 'scoundrel,, as the English version has it, is evenmore misleading. Luder is related io lied,erlich, the English'lewd', and clearly refers tc, a female. .Scound.rel, in German isSchuft or Schurke, referring only to males. The expressionLuder, however, is a strong,- antiquated, but often used insultin southern Germany (fitting perficrly inro the Grundsprache
described by Schreber as ,i vigorous, somewhat antiquated.German'), .r,q is applied to a tewa female, a hussy, or even awhore. It is frequently used in combination with some otherinsulting epithet explicitly addressed. to a female, such asDreckluder or Saulu,der. In current American slang, Lud,ercould perhaps best be rranslated as .bitch, or the like. Schreber,then, is called ,tart,, .bitch, or ,whore, which in the context ofthe patienr's delusional system is perfectly understand.able.

Schreber srates, in allusion to his emasculation, that the .rays
of God' thought themselves entitled. to mock at him by caltinghim 'l\{iss Schreber,. The word ,Miss, is one of the very fewEnglislr r,r,ords which occur in the Denkwtird,igkeiten. Thequestion arises why Schreber should here have used an Englishexpression. In certain parrs of Germany the English L.*'Miss' had (and possibly siitt t as; a definiteiy derogatory conno_tation. It designated an unmarried woman tf ,o*.*hat doubt-ful reputation and character, who displayed also a certainarrogance and ostentatious superciliousness. The meaning of'Miss' in the Germany of those days can perhaps best be com-
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pared with the use of. Frtiulein by our occupation troops in that
country today. Schreber himself makes it clear that his being
called 'Miss' can be understood only in this way. In the
context in which he reports that the 'rays of God' called him
'Miss Schreber', he states that the voices, which are identical
with the 'rays', derided him and jeered at him. How did they
do that? By calling him 'Miss'.

Completely incomprehensible in the English version are those
passages which are repeatedly translated as 'cursory contrap-
tions'. It is true that the original, flilchtig hingemachte Miinner,
is difficult enough to translate. But it is also true that the

fli)chtig hingemachte Miinner of the original and the 'cursory
contraptions' of the translation have hardly anything in com-
mon, either in their wording or the ideational content.
Schreber writes ot 'men cursorily rnade, drawn, or delineated',
and not of contraptions. The full sense of these rvords remains
doubtful, since no detailed elaboration is given by Schreber who
describes himself as being extremely puzzled by these phe-
nomena. !'reud believes they may refer to children or sperma-
tozoa or a combination of both, and Katan has recently made a

special study of Schreber's 'Iittle men'.6
The 'ground language', properly understood, perhaps contains

also the key to the meaning of these obscure passages. According
to Schreber's statement, the expressions fl.iichtig hingemachte
Miinner, kleine Mtinner, Luder, Grundteufel, Untergrund, etc,,

belong in one way or other to the 'ground language'. We are

told by Schreber that this language is 'a vigorous, somewhat
antiquated German', and we also know from certain words
of this language, like Grund or Luder, that it seems to be

especially rich in expressions deriving from or belonging to anal
terminology. \ziewing Schreber's fliichtig hingemachte Miinner
in this way, and with the additional knorvledge that hinmachen
means not only 'make' but also 'defecate', and that, moreover,

it is often used in the sense of 'kill' or 'murder', especially in
southern Germany, it becomes evident that these frequent

6 Katan, \1.: Schrcber's Hallucinations About the 'Little Men'. Int. J. Psa.,

XXXI, rg5o, pp. g2-95.
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rnachten Mcinn er are mendoned. In the early part of the bookthey frequently apPear tn connection with orher expressionsdenoting 'dead', 'dying', 'dissolved,, $appeared', etc., l.e ., de-stroyed. In oth
'd

er Passages tlle specifically anal meaning emergeseven more clearly, for rnstance, when Schreber wrttes: 'Theorderli es M. and Sch. Ioaded a part of their bodies as a foulmass mto my bodyrn order to sit away'. Schreber describesthe noises which he heard repeatedl y during rhe .si tting of thecursorily made men' as rcicheln, which literally means 'rattle'or'death rattle,. In other passages he speaks of these phenomenaas 'being really souls', and he equates 'being among cursorilymade men' as being 'amongst the fossils' , again a clear allusionto dead, destroyed, and anal objects. The expression amongstthe fossils' rs especially characteristic of the 'ground Ianguagefossils are, even literally srpeaking, ground objects; but in afurther sense 'fossils, also refers to Persons who are dead orwhom one wishes dead, and was often used in German universitycircles in this sense. Schreber also speaks of the .little 
men, AShaving a repulsive odor, and as being of a sffange color, de-scribed as mci hr e nr o t (carr ot_red), a very unusual and, I believe,unrqueGerman word. This Schreberian neologism, then, isundershndable only rn rerms of the fecal brownish yellow colorof the carrot as well as its shape, while red probably has thesadistic meaning of blood and lilling.A similar meantng emerges from a closer study of thosePassages 1n which Schreber discusses the 'little men' in directconnection with specific persons. He repeatedly mentions the'little men ln close asociation with .Ii Flechsig' and ,little

WILLIAM G NIEDERLAND

Passages, obscure as they are, have to do with anal-sadisric wordusages-certain ly not too strange a fin Schreber whodevotes page after page to the descrip
ding IN

evacuation and other anal activities.
tton of God's processes of

This view is supported by 
^ 

closer stud

THREE NOTES ON THE SCHREBER CASE s8g

There remains still another connotation not yet fully con-
sidered. The German hinmachen means not only to make, to
defecate, to kill, but also to draw or to sketch. In the last sense,

it may refer to those numerous diagrams, pictures, and drawings
of male figures which illustrate a book, Arztliche Zimmergyrn-
nastik, written by Schreber's father who was the founder of
therapeutic gymnastics in Germany and who prescribed numer-
ous physical exercises which are presented in detail in his book.
In fact, some detailed descriptions in the Denkwilrdigheiten of,
for instance, the 'fore courts' of God, his 'posterior' courts, upper
and lower parts, etc., read like graphic though distorted descrip
tions of the anatomical illustrations included in the elder Schre-
ber's book. In addition, several pages of the Denkwiirdigkeiten
are exclusively devoted to a discussion of drawing and sketching.

III
THE ASCENT FROM FLECHSIG TO GOD IN SCHREBER'S

DELUSIONAL SYSTEM

Freud $,as particularly interested in the psychopathological
process which brought about 'the ascent from Flechsig to God',
a process in which ultimately the figure of the physician Flechsig
was replaced by the superior figure of God.

Without going into the clinical details of Schreber's delusional
system, I wish here only to point out that this ascent can be
clearly follorted in the Denhwilrdigheiten. The intermediate
steps of this development are presented by Schreber's chronol-
ogy of the various delusional names belonging to this part of
his delusional system.

Of this chronology, the Iast four items were discussed in
detail by Freud. The first four items are taken from the Denh-
uti)rdigkeiten to shor,v the various intermediate steps in the pro-
duction of Schreber's delusional system, which culminates in his
characteristic Flechsig-father-God delusion. These stages in his
delusion can be found in those chapters lvhich deal with his
distortion of the intimate relations between the Schreber and
Flechsig families.

ighe
y of those chapters rnthe Denhwt)rd, iten in which the puzzlmg flilchtig hinge-

ttlevon W.', his trvo main persecutors. From the associative con-text and the choice of words, i
j

I)
I

I
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paranoiac meanrng.
t has clearly the same anal_sadistic,
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The successive delusions can perhaps be best understood in
the terms of Freud's analysis of the patienr's psychotic thought
process as an 'attempt at restitution'. one of the characteristic
manifestations of this attempt consists in an efiort to regain
the lost libidinal objects (from which the cathexis was with-
drawn) by reinforcing the cathexis of the verbal representations
standing for the lost objects. Hence the prominent role played

BEALrrr /' D'L,srolls

Pbv Flecbet g Prof. aul. Flecbsig

bestowed on the physician with the various deifications' thus

identifying him clearly as a rePresentative oj fe fiather' Of the

combinations PauI Tireodor ilechsig' Dani-el Fiirchtegott' and

Abraham Fiirchtegott, Schreberut'ittt 'I have Parts of their

souls in my body'I That from Theodor' literally 'God's gift"

Schreber draws on his knowledge o[ Greek is confirmed by him

in several passages. The '"-"t' 
Abraham and Daniel are o[

biblical origin, Ih. fo'mer meaning 'father of a multitude' and

the latter, divine judge or judge appoint* Uy God' It is a

matter for specrl"tio" wheiher" his use of the name Daniel'

containing the Hebrew words Dan (iudge) and El (God)' is

to be understood, as a double-eclged threai' in the same double

sense as Fiirchtegott. At any '"t"' 
the deification of the father-

a process for ;frt.h the fat'her's actual middle name' Gottlieb'

ofiered a welcome oPPortunrty-can be easily followed through

its various, intermediate stePs'

The father as such has vanished in conseguence of the with-

drawal of cathexis. His name, Daniel Gottlieb' however' has

remained, and the cathexis it undergoes can in this system be

identified point-blank, as it were' by following the various deifi-

cations. In this Process the patient a-rrives step by steP at the

enthronement of Flechsig as 
^God's administrator or proconsul

in Germany, Presumabty a reference to .Bismarck' 
and from

there the cathexis of the word rePresentatlons proceeds rapidly

to culminate finally in 'God" The Process is now completed'

First Flechsig, and then God, is reinstated in the place-of father'

With the new father, God, collecting the totality of cathexis'

the schizophrenic thought Process has gone as far as possible'

It has run its full course in its atternPt t'o restore' with the aid

o[ verbal representations, those libidinal ties which had been

abandoned.
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by verbal production in schizophrenia such as neologisms, ver-
bigeration, word salad, etc. The outstanding libidinal object
from which the cathexis is withdrawn in Schreber's case is the
father. The verbal represenmtion of his father-his given
name, Daniel Gottlieb-is recathected, and it will be noted
that in all the variations of the delusional names the word 'God'
occurs in one combination or other. Among them, Fiirchtegott
(fear God) is of special interest, revealing the patient's ambiva-
lence, his fear of God as well as the threat he addresses to God.

It is noteworthy that the patient shared the name of Daniel
with his father and the name of Paul with his physician. In the
delusional system, the father's names, Daniel and Gottlieb, are

Abrahan Ftrch a
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